We study models in which soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters of the MSSM become universal at some unification scale, M in , above the GUT scale, M GU T . We assume that the scalar masses and gaugino masses have common values, m 0 and m 1/2 respectively, at M in . We use the renormalization-group equations of the minimal supersymmetric SU(5) GUT to evaluate their evolutions down to M GU T , studying their dependences on the unknown parameters of the SU(5) superpotential. After displaying some generic examples of the evolutions of the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters, we discuss the effects on physical sparticle masses in some specific examples. We note, for example, that near-degeneracy between the lightest neutralino and the lighter stau is progressively disfavoured as M in increases. This has the consequence, as we show in (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes for several different values of tan β, that the stau coannihilation region shrinks as M in increases, and we delineate the regions of the (M in , tan β) plane where it is absent altogether. Moreover, as M in increases, the focus-point region recedes to larger values of m 0 for any fixed tan β and m 1/2 . We conclude that the regions of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane that are commonly favoured in phenomenological analyses tend to disappear at large M in .
Introduction
The minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) has over 100 free parameters, most of them associated with the breaking of supersymmetry [1] [2] [3] . Three classes of soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters are generally considered, the scalar masses m 0 , the gaugino masses m 1/2 and the trilinear scalar couplings A 0 , which are often assumed to be universal at some high input scale. Universality before renormalization of the m 0 parameters for different sfermions with the same electroweak quantum numbers is motivated by the upper limits on flavour-changing neutral interactions, and specific Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) suggest universality relations between squarks and sleptons [4] . Simple GUTs also favour universality before renormalization for the gaugino masses m 1/2 , and universality is also a property of minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) models, which, however, also predict additional relations that we do not discuss here [5] [6] [7] . We refer to the scenario with universal m 0 , m 1/2 and A 0 as the constrained MSSM (CMSSM), and its parameter space has been explored extensively [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
There is, however, one important question: at what renormalization scale M in are m 0 and m 1/2 actually universal? The obvious possibility, and the one has been studied most frequently, is that universality applies at the same GUT scale, M GU T , as coupling constant universality. In this case, the density of cold dark matter (assumed here to be composed mainly of the lightest neutralino, χ 1 , hereafter called χ) [15] is larger than the range favoured by WMAP [16] and other experiments in generic regions of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane, and is compatible with WMAP only in narrow strips that are either close to the boundary where χ ceases to be the lightest sparticle -the stau [17] or stop [18] coannihilation strips -or close to the LEP2 chargino bound [19] -the bulk region [9, 15] -or where there is no electroweak symmetry breaking -the focus-point region [20] -or in a rapid-annihilation funnel (or Afunnel) [8] .
However, it is not necessarily the case that M in = M GU T , since supersymmetry breaking might arise at some scale either below or even above M GU T , and both possibilities have been studied in the literature. For example, as M in is decreased below M GU T , the differences between the renormalized sparticle masses diminish and the regions of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes that yield the appropriate density of cold dark matter move away from the boundaries [21] . Eventually, for small M in , the coannihilation and focus-point regions of the conventional GUT-scale CMSSM merge. Finally, for very small M in they disappear entirely, and the relic χ density falls before the WMAP range everywhere in the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane, except for very large values of m 1/2 and m 0 .
What happens to the supersymmetric parameter space and sparticle phenomenology when M in > M GU T ∼ 2×10
16 GeV? Here, we consider values of M in ranging up to the reduced Planck mass M P ≡ M P / √ 2π ∼ 2.4 × 10 18 GeV. Generically, increasing M in increases the renormalization of the sparticle masses which tends in turn to increase the splittings between the physical sparticle masses [22] . As we discuss in more detail below, this in turn has the effect of increasing the relic density in much of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane. As a consequence, the coannihilation strip is squeezed to lower values of m 1/2 1 , particularly for tan β ∼ 10, and even disappears as M in increases. At the same time, the focus-point strip often moves out to ever larger values of m 0 . There are also changes in the impacts of important constraints such as g µ − 2, b → sγ and m h , which we also discuss below. The general conclusion is that the supersymmetric landscape would look rather different for M in > 10 17 GeV from the CMSSM in which the universality scale M in = M GU T . The allowed region of parameter space that survives longest is the rapid-annihilation funnel at large m 1/2 and tan β, which is compatible with the m h and b → sγ constraints. In the CMSSM, the funnel region also requires large m 0 and would make a contribution to g µ − 2 that is too small to explain the experimental discrepancy with Standard Model calculations based on low-energy e + e − data. However, as we shall show, for large M in , the funnel region extends to low m 0 (including m 0 = 0) and in some cases will be compatible with the g µ − 2 measurements.
We underline that there are some potential ambiguities in these conclusions. We use for our analysis above M GU T the particle content and the renormalization-group equations (RGEs) of the minimal SU(5) GUT [22, 25] , primarily for simplicity and so as to minimize the number of additional parameters to be explored: for a recent review of this sample model and its compatibility with experiment, see [26] . Even in this simplest GUT, there are two couplings in the SU (5) superpotential that make potentially significant contributions to the RGE running but are poorly constrained. We explore their impacts on our results, and find that one of the couplings could have noticeable effects in the focus-point region, if it is large. Secondly, we are aware that the minimal SU(5) model is surely inadequate; for example, it does not include neutrino masses. The effects of a minimal seesaw sector on the GUT RGEs [27] and on the relic density [23, 24, 28] has been considered elsewhere: they also may be small if the neutrino Dirac Yukawa couplings are not large. However, the minimal SU(5) GUT also has issues with proton decay via dimension-five operators, which may be alleviated if the GUT triplet Higgs particles are relatively heavy, as would happen if the associated SU(5) superpotential coupling were large [29] . We therefore consider this option as the default in our analysis. One could in principle consider non-minimal GUT models in which dimension-five proton decay is suppressed by some other mechanism, but the exploration of such models would take us too far from our objective here.
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the superpotential of the minimal SU(5) GUT and the corresponding RGEs for the soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters. Here, we give some examples of the RGE running, assuming universality at some high scale M in > M GU T . We also give examples of the dependences of physical sparticle masses on M in , illustrating features that are important for understanding qualitatively the dependences of features in the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane. Several of these are displayed in Section 3, for representative values of M in and default values of the unknown SU(5) superpotential parameters. As already mentioned, two of the striking features in these planes are the disappearance of the coannihilation strip and the movement of the focus-point strip to larger m 0 as M in increases. We discuss in Section 4 the sensitivities of these features to the choices of the SU(5) superpotential parameters, showing that the disappearance of the coannihilation strip is relatively model-independent, whereas the movement of the focus-point strip is more model-dependent. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our results and draw some conclusions for the generalization of the standard CMSSM with M in = M GU T to different values of M in .
The Minimal SU(5) GUT Superpotential and RGEs
In the SU(5) GUT, theD c i andL i superfields of the MSSM reside in the 5 representation, φ i , while theQ i ,Û c i andÊ c i superfields are in the 10 representation,ψ i . In the minimal scenario, one introduces a single SU(5) adjoint Higgs multipletΣ (24) , and the two Higgs doublets of the MSSM,Ĥ d andĤ u are extended to five-dimensional SU(5) representationŝ H 1 (5) andĤ 2 (5) respectively. The minimal renormalizable superpotential for this model is
( 1) where Greek letters denote SU (5) indices, i, j = 1..3 are generation indices and ǫ is the totally antisymmetric tensor with ǫ 12345 = 1. This simple model predicts (approximately) correctly the observed ratio of the τ and b quark masses, but the corresponding predictions for the lighter charged-lepton and charge -1/3 quark masses are at best qualitatively successful. It is possible to add to (1) terms that are non-renormalizable quartic and of higher order in the Higgs fields that could rectify these less successful predictions: such terms would not contribute to the RGEs and low-energy observables that we study. In this paper, we will work in the third-generation-dominance scheme where Yukawas of first two generations are neglected, i.e., we assume h 5,10 ∼ h 5,10 33 ≡ h 5, 10 . We work in a vacuum that breaks SU(5) → SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1), in which Σ = v 24 Diag(2, 2, 2, −3, −3) and the GUT gauge bosons acquire masses M X,Y = 5g GU T v 24 . The fine-tuning condition µ Σ − 3λv 24 = O(M Z ) must be imposed in order to obtain the gauge hierarchy, in which case the triplet Higgs states have masses M H 3 = λv 24 /g GU T . The amplitude for proton decay via a dimension-five operator ∝ 1/M H 3 , and so is relatively suppressed for large λ. However, the amplitude also depends on other model parameters, so it is difficult to quantify this argument, which would in any case be avoided in suitable non-minimal SU(5) models. In this paper we compare results for the values λ = 1 and 0.1, treating the former as our default value.
The RGEs for the Yukawa couplings in the superpotential (1) that are applicable between M in and M GU T are:
where g 5 is the SU(5) gauge coupling above the GUT scale. We note that the Yukawa coupling λ contributes directly to the RGEs for h 5 and h 10 while λ ′ contributes indirectly through its effect on the running of λ. In most analyses of the CMSSM, h 5 and h 10 are chosen at the GUT scale so as to reproduce the measured t and b masses. Equations (4) and (5) tell us that the input values required at M in depend on λ. Other quantities renormalized by h 5 and h 10 , such as the third-generation tenplet mass m 10 and fiveplet mass m 5 , will thereby acquire some indirect dependence on λ.
The RGEs for the most relevant soft supersymmetry-breaking squared scalar masses between M in and M GU T are:
The RGEs for the first two generations' sfermion masses m 10,1 and m 5,1 contain only gaugegaugino parts, which are identical to their third-generation counterparts (6, 7) . We note that all the scalar masses-squared are strongly renormalized by g 5 , some of whose implications we shall discuss later.
We see that the extra GUT superpotential couplings λ, λ ′ do not affect directly the evolutions of the soft supersymmetry-breaking masses of the matter multiplets. However, the value of λ may have important effects on the evolutions of the soft supersymmetrybreaking masses of the fiveplet Higgs multiplets. On the other hand, the value of λ ′ impacts directly only the adjoint Higgs multiplet, which then contributes in turn to the evolutions of the masses of the fiveplet Higgs multiplets. This leads us to expect that our results should be relatively insensitive to λ ′ . However, we do expect them to be sensitive to λ, particularly as one approaches the focus-point region at large m 0 , since it lies close to the boundary of consistent electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). We do not discuss here the RGEs for the trilinear soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters A i : the patterns of their dependences on λ and λ ′ are similar to the RGEs for the scalar masses-squared. The complete set of RGEs
We use for our calculations the program SSARD [34] , which allows the computation of sparticle spectrum on the basis of 2-loop RGE evolution for the MSSM and 1-loop evolution for minimal SU (5) . We define M GU T as the scale where
16 GeV, but its exact value depends on the location in the parameter space. We also performed cross-checks with ISAJET 7.80 [31] modified to include SU(5) running above M GU T , and found results in very good agreement 4 . As a first illustration of the effects of the RGEs between M in and M GU T , we show in the top panels of Fig. 1 18 GeV with the same tan β = 10 and m 1/2 = 900 GeV, m 0 = 218 GeV and A 0 = 0. This point is chosen because it lies near the tip of the WMAP coannihilation strip for tan β = 10 in the CMSSM and is similar to benchmark point H of [35] . There is some quantitative change in the evolution of gaugino masses M i , but their qualitative behaviour is similar in the two models. On the other hand, the Higgs mass-squared parameters are significantly renormalized by g 5 , since the m 1/2 gaugegaugino term dominates in the SU (5) RGEs. In the case of SU (5), the large value of M 5 initially causes H 1 and H 2 masses to evolve upward, but ultimately the λ 2 term takes over and reverses the direction of evolution. As a result, the H 1,2 masses at M GU T are not too large compared to m at the GUT scale. This is equivalent to the structure found in non-universal Higgs mass models (NUHM) [36, 37] . As a result, the following combination of soft supersymmetry-breaking parameters [38] :
which vanishes at the GUT scale in the CMSSM, is non-vanishing here and affects the running of most of the soft mass parameters below M GU T . The behaviour of m 2 Hu (green lines) and m Fig. 1 is qualitatively similar in the two models, but weak-scale values are larger in magnitude in SU(5) due to the larger GUT-scale values. We emphasize that EWSB occurs not when m 2 Hu turns negative, but rather when m 2 Hu + µ 2 does, because it is the latter combination that appears in the Higgs potential that develops a minimum (see e.g. [2, 3] ).
Sfermion masses are renormalized significantly more above M GU T , and we notice big changes in the behaviours ofτ R (magenta lines) and e R (tan lines). Their masses at the electroweak scale are much larger in the model with M in = 2.4 × 10
18 GeV than in the CMSSM. This reflects the large renormalization of the soft supersymmetry-breaking masses of all the 10 sfermions by gauge interactions between M in and M GU T . On the other hand, theτ L (blue lines) and other 5 sfermions are slightly less renormalized between M in and M GU T than the 10's, so that the L -E c mass difference is smaller than in the CMSSM. We also note the split of the values of the third-generation sfermion masses from those of the first two generations in the SU(5) model: it is most noticeable in theτ R -e R mass difference. As mentioned in Ref. [30] , this effect is due to the large Yukawa couplings of the third generation, and can be up to ∼ 20%. For this reason, our analysis is not entirely equivalent to SU(5)-inspired studies (see e.g. Ref. [39, 40] ) where m 5 , m 10 (= m 5,1 , m 10,1 ) and m H 1 ,H 2 are treated as free parameters at M GU T .
The relatively large renormalization of theτ R mass between M in and M GU T has some important implications for the appearances of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes for large M in . One, as we discuss in more detail below, is that the boundary where the LSP becomes theτ 1 recedes to lower m 1/2 and m 0 , since only for smaller values of these parameters is the super-GUT renormalization insufficient to maintain mτ 1 > m χ . As a consequence, the coannihilation strip also recedes to lower m 1/2 and m 0 , since it is only close to theτ 1 LSP boundary that mτ 1 − m χ is small enough for coannihilation to bring the relic density down into the WMAP range 5 . The bottom left panel of Fig. 1 shows how the sparticle spectrum evolves as a function of M in between M GU T and M P , for the same tan β = 10, m 1/2 = 900 GeV, m 0 = 218 GeV and A 0 = 0 as in the left panel. Note the rapid monotonic increase in mτ 1 − m χ with M in . Since the change in m 2 τ R is largely independent of m 0 , depending only on m 1/2 , it is clear that, as M in increases, mτ 1 < m χ only for ever-smaller values of m 1/2 and m 0 . Likewise, only for ever-smaller values of m 1/2 and m 0 is mτ 1 − m χ small enough for coannihilation to bring the relic density into the WMAP range.
The effect of super-GUT renormalization of the masses ofτ 1 and χ is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 2 , which shows the ratio m χ /mτ 1 as a function of m 1/2 for fixed m 0 = 300 GeV and different values of M in . Whilst the ratio m χ /mτ 1 increases as a function of m 1/2 in each case, its slope with respect to m 1/2 is sensitive to both M in and tan β. For low values of m 1/2 , the ratio is relatively independent of M in but sensitive to tan β. However, for larger values of m 1/2 the super-GUT renormalization depends strongly on M in , and theτ 1 receives a larger super-GUT contribution to its mass than does χ, suppressing m χ /mτ 1 . The green shaded horizontal strip highlights the area where 0.9 ≤ m χ /mτ 1 ≤ 1.0, i.e., the region where stau-coannihilation is expected to be important [17] . When M in = M GU T , m χ /mτ 1 > 1 at m 1/2 = 1180 GeV for tan β = 10, and coannihilation is important only for a small range of slightly larger values of M in . However, the ratio m χ /mτ 1 never exceeds 0.8 for M in > 10 17 GeV, andτ coannihilation is not effective for any value of m 1/2 . A similar trend is seen for tan β = 55, though larger M in is needed before coannihilation ceases to be effective.
The bottom right panel of Fig. 1 shows the sensitivities to the value of λ of the results for the point m 0 = 300 GeV, A 0 = 0 and tan β = 10. We see that they are quite weakly sensitive for this point, that was chosen in the coannihilation strip region. As we mentioned earlier, RGE evolution for this point is dominated by gauge-gaugino terms, so a large λ can only affect Higgs sector soft masses and consequently m A and µ, which are not relevant for neutralino annihilation in this case. , but is equal to 0 in the CMSSM.) The effect of S < 0 on the running of the Higgs soft masses is to push |m 2 Hu | to higher values, resulting in the larger value of µ parameter 6 . This increase in the value of µ suggests that the boundary of electroweak symmetry breaking recedes to larger m 0 for large λ, as we confirm later. We also see that the third-generation tenplet mass decreases significantly, due to the effect of the large h 2 10 term. The bottom left panel of Fig. 3 shows that the low-scale sparticle masses are relatively insensitive to M in , though mτ 1 , m A and m t 1 do indicate some sensitivity. As noted above, there is a rapid increase in µ as M in increases above M GU T . In the focus-point regime [20] , the LSP has significant higgsino component so its mass ≃ µ. As M in is increased, the LSP mass is once again ≃ M 1 and this implies that the relic density is larger than that allowed by astrophysics and cosmology if m 0 is kept fixed.
The bottom right panel of Fig. 3 shows how these effects depend on the choice of λ. We note in particular that µ increases significantly even for λ ∼ 0.3. This suggests that 6 As a additional consequence, the scale at which m 2 Hu is driven negative is much larger than in the standard CMSSM M in = M GUT case (solid lines). the effects of λ on the locations of the focus-point region and the boundary of electroweak symmetry breaking sets in already for moderate values of λ. We also see that theτ 1 mass is insensitive to λ. Since m 2 τ R is not significantly renormalized below M GU T , we can confirm that the running of the third-generation 10-plet mass above M GU T is dominated by the large h 2 10 term. The observed sensitivities of the stop masses are entirely due to the influence on MSSM running of changing boundary conditions at M GU T . Fig. 4 shows a similar analysis for a point in the rapid-annihilation funnel region [8] with m 0 = 1700 GeV, m 1/2 = 1500 GeV, A 0 = 0 and tan β = 55 (similar to benchmark point M [35] ). We see in the top left panel that the effects of the renormalization between M P and M GU T are important for m (red lines), and somewhat smaller for most sparticle masses. In this region, the relic density is mainly controlled by the relation between m A and m χ . We see in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4 that these vary in similar ways for M GU T < M in < M P , suggesting that the location of the rapid-annihilation funnel may be relatively insensitive to M in . Finally, we see in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4 that most of the sparticle masses are relatively insensitive to λ. The exception is mτ 1 , which is, however, of little relevance to the relic density in this region of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane. We see again that the relation between m A and m χ is quite stable, exhibiting little sensitivity to λ.
We now discuss the consequences of the additional RGE evolution between M in and M GU T for the CMSSM parameter space for some representative (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes for fixed tan β and A 0 . In order to span the range of plausible values of tan β, we display planes for tan β = 10 and 55. We consider values of M in up to M P ≡ M P / √ 2π ∼ 2.4 × 10 18 GeV, but restrict our attention to A 0 = 0. We assume m t = 173.1 GeV [41] and m M S b (m b ) = 4.2 GeV [42] . In all these (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes, we indicate by brown shading the regions that are excluded because the LSP is the lighterτ . Regions where consistent vacuum breaking electroweak symmetry does not occur are indicated by orange shading. We compute BR(b → sγ) as in [43] , and treat errors according to the procedure outlined in Ref. [44] when studying the compatibility with the experimentally measured value [45] ; regions excluded at 95%CL are shaded green. Regions favoured by g µ − 2 measurements [46, 47] if the Standard Model contribution is calculated using low-energy e + e − data [48] are shaded pink, with the ±1-σ contours shown as black dashed lines and the ±2-σ contours shown as solid black lines. We restrict our attention to µ > 0, as suggested by both b → sγ and g µ − 2. The LEP lower limit on the chargino mass [19] is shown as a thick black dashed line, and the LEP lower limit on m h [49] is indicated as a red dash-dotted line which shows the position of the m h = 114.4 GeV contour. The light Higgs mass is computed using the FeynHiggs 2.6.5 code [50] , and recall that its nominal results should be assigned a theoretical error ∼ 1.5 GeV, so that the location of the constraint contour is only approximate. Finally, we use blue colour to indicate the regions where the neutralino relic density falls within the 2-σ WMAP range [16] , 0.097 ≤ Ω CDM h 2 ≤ 0.122. and the specific choices λ = 1, λ ′ = 0.1. The choice of a relatively large value of λ highlights its potential importance (a smaller value λ = 0.1 is discussed later), and our results are quite insensitive to the value of λ ′ . The choices of λ and λ ′ are irrelevant for the choice M in = M GU T shown in the top left panel of Fig. 5 . Here, we see the familiar features of a stau coannihilation strip extending up to m 1/2 ∼ 900 GeV, close to the boundary with the stau LSP region, and a focus-point strip close to the boundary of electroweak symmetry breaking. There is some tension between the m h and g µ − 2 constraints, but a region of the coannihilation strip with m 1/2 ∼ 400 GeV would be consistent with both constraints.
Turning now to the choice M in = 2.5×10 16 GeV, shown in the top right panel of Fig. 5 , we see two dramatic effects from the modest increase in M in . One is the rapid disappearance of the stau LSP region, which has retreated to m 2 0 < 0 7 , as a direct result of the renormalization effects seen in the left panel of Fig. 1 . A similar effect was seen in [23, 24] . Because the ratio m χ /mτ is reduced as M in in increased, as shown in Fig. 2 , there is a corresponding shift in the coannihilation strip to smaller m 0 and m 1/2 . In the particular example shown, the coannihilation strip extends to m 1/2 ∼ 450 GeV, and there is a healthy portion compatible with the g µ −2 constraint 8 . We note, in particular, that there is a region with m 0 = 0 [52, 53] which is compatible with all the constraints for 360 GeV < ∼ m 1/2 < ∼ 450 GeV: however, its existence is very sensitive to the choice of M in . The other noticeable feature (also seen in [23] ) of the top right panel of Fig. 5 is the retreat of the electroweak symmetry breaking constraint to smaller m 1/2 and larger m 0 . As we discuss later, this effect is quite sensitive to the value of λ, whereas the fate of the coannihilation region is relatively insensitive to its value.
For the choice M in = 10 17 GeV, shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 5 , these effects are more pronounced: both the coannihilation and the focus-point strips have disappeared entirely. There is a small piece of the (m 1/2 , m 0 ) plane where the relic density falls within the WMAP range, but this is incompatible with m h and gives too large a value of g µ − 2. Finally, for the choice M in = 2.4 × 10 18 GeV, shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 5 , the small residual WMAP region falls foul also of the chargino mass constraint.
We now consider the choice tan β = 55, shown in Fig. 6 . In this case, in addition to the coannihilation and focus-point strips seen previously, we also note the rapid-annihilation funnel that appears for 1000GeV < ∼ m 1/2 < ∼ 1500 GeV. As M in increases, the renormalization effects seen in the left panel of Fig. 1 cause the stau LSP region to retreat as in the tan β = 10 case, though more slowly, and it does not disappear entirely, even for M in = 2.4 × 10 18 GeV. Likewise, whilst the coannihilation strip shrinks with increasing M in , it does not disappear, and much of it remains consistent with m h , b → sγ and g µ −2. The rapid-annihilation funnel also persists as M in increases, staying in a similar range of m 1/2 , but shifting gradually to lower values of m 0 . In particular, we note that for the case M in = 2.4×10
18 GeV, the no-scale possibility m 0 = 0 [52, 53] is allowed, on one or both flanks of the rapid-annihilation funnel. Finally, we note that the electroweak symmetry breaking boundary disappears entirely for the displayed choices of M in > M GU T , as does the focus-point WMAP strip. In order to see the importance of the choice of λ, we display in Fig. 7 two examples of (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes for the choice λ = 0.1 and tan β = 10, assuming M in = 10 17 GeV and 2.4 × 10
18 GeV. Comparing with the bottom panels of Fig. 5 , we see very little change in the low-m 0 parts of the planes: in particular, the stau LSP region and the coannihilation strip have disappeared in the same ways. On the other hand, we see at large m 0 that the electroweak symmetry breaking boundary is very similar for the two choices M in = 10 17 GeV and 2.4 × 10
18 GeV, and that these are in turn very similar to the corresponding boundary for M in = M GU T , shown in the top left panel of Fig. 5 . This confirms that the the differences in the focus-point regions shown in the other panels of Fig. 5 are due to the choice λ = 1 made there. Fig. 8 shows a similar pair of comparisons for tan β = 55, with the choice λ = 0.1 and M in = 10 17 GeV, 2.4 × 10 18 GeV. Comparing with the corresponding (right) panels of Fig. 6 , we see that the stau LSP regions and the coannihilation strips are essentially identical, indicating that the value of λ is irrelevant in these regions, as expected. However, differences again are found at large m 0 , where the focus point region has made a reappearance where previously, it had disappeared for all values of M in > M GU T when λ = 1, but is not only present for λ = 0.1, but has even moved to smaller values of m 0 than in the CMSSM case.
The structure of the relic density regions when tan β = 55 is quite sensitive to our assumption for A 0 , as is also the case in the CMSSM, where the funnel regions become more pronounced when A 0 < 0 [54] . In Fig. 9 , we illustrate this effect by taking A 0 = −1.5m 1/2 for M in = 10
17 GeV (left), 2.4 × 10 18 GeV (right) and λ = 1, 0.1 (upper and lower, respectively). In each case, when A 0 < 0 the funnel region reaches to higher values of m 0 and m 1/2 and its two branches are more clearly separated. When λ = 0.1, we also see that the rapid- annihilation funnel region begins to connect with the focus-point region.
An example of how the value of m 0 at the boundary of electroweak symmetry breaking depends on M in for different values of λ is shown in the left panel of Fig. 10 , where we have chosen m 1/2 = 300 GeV, A 0 = 0. We see from the solid curves that when tan β = 10 the EWSB boundary value of m 0 increases monotonically with M in for any value of λ, and that the rate of increase itself grows with the value of λ. This is the result of the µ parameter getting larger (for fixed m 0 ) with M in , as we discussed in the previous Section. However, for tan β = 55, shown by the dashed curves, for small λ the EWSB boundary migrates to smaller m 0 as M in increases. For such large values of tan β, h 5 ≫ h 10 , producing a stronger downward push in the evolution of m H 1 relative to that of m H 2 . If λ 0.3, its effects in the RGE's are negligible compared to those of the h 5,10 Yukawa couplings, resulting in a hierarchy m H 1 < m H 2 at M GU T . In this case, we have S > 0 at M GU T which in turn leads to smaller values of µ and hence a smaller value of m 0 at the electroweak symmetry breaking boundary. At the 'critical' value of λ ≃ 0.3, the evolutions of the H 1 and H 2 soft masses are almost identical, with the result that at M GU T , m H 1 ≃ m H 2 < m 0 , so that S ≈ 0 as in the CMSSM. As a result, the weak-scale value of µ is nearly the same as in the CMSSM -the well-known focusing behaviour -and the location of the EWSB boundary remains stable with respect to M in . Finally, for larger λ, S < 0 at M GU T , the weak-scale value of µ is larger than in the CMSSM, and the EWSB boundary migrates to larger m 0 .
The effects of λ are seen explicitly in the right panel of Fig. 10 , where we show the location of the EWSB boundary as a function of λ for different choices of M in and two values of tan β. We note that even for vanishing λ the EWSB boundary changes with M in due to the additional running of the soft masses above M GU T . 
Summary of Results for Different tan β
As we have discussed above, theτ coannihilation region tends to disappear as M in increases, and the focus-point region tends to recede to larger m 0 as λ increases. So far, we have shown these effects only for tan β = 10 and 55. Here we summarize how these effects vary for intermediate values of tan β. We see in the left panel of Fig. 11 the region of the (M in , tan β) plane where there is a coannihilation/rapid-annihilation strip. For choices lying below the contour, all the points where coannihilation or rapid-annihilation brings the relic density into the WMAP range are excluded by other constraints. For tan β < ∼ 20, the region below the curve has m h lower than the LEP bound, while for larger tan β, g µ − 2 is too large in this region 9 . We see that, as tan β increases above 10, the coannihilation/rapid-annihilation strip persists up to progressively larger values of M in . However, only for tan β > 47 does it persist for M in = M P . This information is potentially a useful diagnostic tool, if supersymmetry is discovered. For example, if experiments determine that m 0 is (essentially) universal and m 0 ≪ m 1/2 with tan β ∼ 20, then we can infer from the left panel of Fig. 11 that M in < 10 17 GeV. We have also seen earlier that the focus-point region is sensitive to the value of λ. The right panel of Fig. 11 displays the regions of the (M in , λ) plane where the focus-point strip has m 0 < 5 TeV for m 1/2 = 300 GeV. We see immediately that these regions are rather similar for tan β = 10 and 50, lying below the red and blue lines, respectively. This information could be used to infer a constraint on λ, which otherwise does not impact significantly lowenergy phenomenology. For example, if experiment indicates that Nature is described by a focus-point model with m 1/2 = 300 GeV, m 0 < 5 TeV and M in > 10 17 GeV, then we can infer from the right panel of Fig. 11 that λ < 0.6.
Summary
We have shown in this paper that the characteristic (m 1/2 , m 0 ) planes of the CMSSM are significantly modified as M in increases above M GU T , and also depend on the SU(5) GUT Higgs coupling λ, whereas they are less sensitive to the other Higgs coupling λ ′ . Indeed, the familiar stau coannihilation strip and focus-point region may disappear to small m 1/2 and large m 0 , respectively, as M in increases. These possibilities should be borne in mind when searching for supersymmetry at the LHC and elsewhere: if Nature turns out to choose either the stau coannihilation strip or the focus-point region, one may be able to derive an upper limit on M in and derive a constraint on the GUT Higgs coupling λ.
These observations serve as another reminder that, although the CMSSM with its universal soft supersymmetry-breaking masses at the GUT scale is appealingly simple, even small modifications of its assumptions may change significantly the expected phenomenology. The CMSSM may be a comfortable base camp for exploring the landscape of supersymmetric phenomenology, but one must get out into the fresh air from time to time!
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